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The UNITED FUTURE spot Exhibit has been created within the framework of the UNITED FUTURE program by 
designologist in cooperation with Medence Csoport – an art and design collective concentrating on sustainable 
design. Addressing the issues of creative recycling, the UNITED FUTURE spot Exhibit is a rentable, eleven-piece 
exhibition material which well displays the afterlife of our thrown away objects, accumulated garbage and how they 
regain new value.
We aim to provide an opportunity for companies, firms and organizations dedicated to sustainable environment and 
social responsibility to rent the exhibit.  By renting the exhibit they offer a unique opportunity for both their employees 
and clients to learn about the creative side of sustainability and recycling whislt emphasizing their own dedication to 
responsible thinking and a more liveable future.

UNITED FUTURE spot Exhibit Rental Fee – in case of all 11 objects (exclusive of shipping costs):
Daily rental fee: HUF 100 000 + VAT
Weekly rental fee: HUF 160 000 + VAT
Monthly rental fee: HUF 380 000 + VAT

We are expecting further possibilities for exhibition where the notion of a more liveable, sustainable and better future 
could be wider spread!

Information: unitedfuturespot@gmail.com

The installations are based old, shabby surveyor’s stalls which are eqipped by lamp shades – they appear as giant 
standing lamps in the exhibit. This particular design has a message and incorporates the idea of UNITED FUTURE: 
the exhibit is made of recycled materials, on the other hand it transmits the notion of a more liveable future to 
people, as well it „reflects”, as a lamp the importance of cooperation and that design is not a mere purpose but 
rather a tool for the creative designers.

Besides showing examples/best practices for home recycling we also emphasize the role of design in 
environmentaly conscious thinking focusing on solutions serving sustainable development.  We provide an overview 
on the many objects manufactured according to responsible thinking where alternative use of base materials or 
professional recycling appears.  A selection of big companies’ recycled objects, as well as smaller design firms and 
Hungarian designers’ works are also shown in the exhibit.

Based upon their basic material, such projects and objects are also shown which well demontrate the multiple 
possibilities of household recycling.
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Theme/object:

1.  Introduction of the UNITED FUTURE spot 
2. RECYCLING under industrial circumstances – the way large companies do it
3-4. RECYCLING small scale and individual design products – the way small companies do it
5. RECYCLING small scale and individual design products – the way Hungarian designers do it
6. RECYCLING of plastics – the way you can do it
7. RECYCLING metals, car wheels and bike rubbers – the way you can do it
8. RECYCLING textiles and wood – the way you can do it
9. RECYCLING glass and paper – the way you can do it
10. Medence Csoport and its projects on recycling
11. designologist and its projects on recycling

The UNITED FUTURE program aims at calling the attention – through the defining role of design and creativity – to 
the importance of sustainable development, to the possibilities of creating livable and more livable environments, and 
to social responsibility.

The UNITED FUTURE program was initiated and realised by the designologist lab nonprofit workshop. Their 
mission is to direct the attention of the young towards new, more livable design thematics by educating them about 
social responsibility through theoretical and practical studies, and to support the creation of products and projects 
that are conceived in line with this approach. They do this in many fields – let it be education, product design and 
development, project management or the organisation of cultural and social events. They are also looking for product 
development ideas, design assignments, in which they can offer our support. 

The UNITED FUTURE concentrates on 3 main areas: education, social and business. Within the UF education 
designologist launched its independent studium in the fall 2012 with the participation of the architecture students of 
the Pollack Mihály Architectural Engineering Institute at the University of Pécs. The UF social program started with 
the Talking Chair Project whereas the UF business line was launched by the UF Spot – both in spring 2013.
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